
 
 July 2017 
To all my groups of people (family, friends, supporters, MKs and everyone who loves long 

summer days), 

 

It’s a small world after all . . . 

While in Alaska to visit a supporting church and supporters, I had the opportunity to meet 

up with two Crossworld MKs—one from the jungle of SE Asia, and the other from the rolling 

green hills of Ireland.  Both of them were 20 minutes from where I was staying and both 

had recently come to Alaska—one to work at a summer camp, the other because of the 

military (Katie).  

 

Bringing up memories  . . . 

As I sat across the table from Katie at McDonald’s while her three kids enjoy the playplace, 

she mentions how hard it is to raise her children in the military (her husband is in the army) 

because it brings up so many memories of her MK childhood—the grief over leaving friends 

and family behind; not having support or friends in the new place; learning a new culture; 

the lack of permanence; the loss of routine and familiarity . . . she tries to help her kids 

transition well but struggles each time.  Katie, like many MKs, also known as Third Culture 

Kids (TCKs) has never heard the term “TCK” and doesn’t know that there are many 

resources available to help through transitions.  It’s a God-ordained lunch as I listen and 

encourage her—and then today mailed some TCK books for her and her kids. 

   

How is your support? 

I was asked this question by someone on the missions team at my supporting church in 

Alaska.  Gotta love those kind of questions! Since a different church had to cut back starting 

this month, I am looking for a few other financial partners.  If you would like to join me in 

encouraging MKs and supporting their families, please go to www.crossworld.org/give (my 

account number is #40309).  

Thanks as always for the encouragement, prayer, support and help in coming alongside of 

MKs! 
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